
Where to use! 

Performance Focus 
  
Industry-leading research and development, combined with extensive 
testing ensures that our LIQUID BREWER CLEANER can be used          
effectively across a whole spectrum of machines. This product is     
designed to be used on hot drinks vending machine brewer units such 
as a king brewer unit, to remove tannin stains, prevent component 
blockage and ensure a hygienic machine. 
 
Our intensive focus on performance delivers a unique product      
providing the following benefits: 

 

o EASE OF USE — Product is supplied in easy to use dosing bottles 

to ensure that the correct amount of product is used on each 
clean eliminating product wastage and incorrect cleaning         
regimes. 

 

o SUPERIOR CLEANING ACTION — Product is formulated to provide 

a superior cleaning action which results in higher levels of      
machine hygiene and reduced cleaning times. 

 

o NON DAMAGING — Product will not damage or degrade machine 

components, unlike the more traditionally used aggressive       
chemicals. 

 

o ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY — Proven by independent            

environmental audits to be non-toxic, biodegradable and non                    
accumulative in the eco system. 

  

o FAST ACTING — Product designed to work within 5-10 mins      

depending on dirt levels, enabling the cleaning and hygiene 
process to be carried out in the time required to refill the      
machine. 

 
 

Available Products 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
VENDING MACHINE OPERATOR 
 
‘Product is easy to use as part of regular 
route cleaning regime and does keep 
brewer’s spotlessly clean, whilst not 
damaging them.’ 
 
OPERATOR  
 
‘This product is easy to use and I know 
it will work in the time I have to refill 
the machine.’ 

Client Testimonial 

 

Pour dose into brewer units, pour in hot 
water to activate, leave for 5-10 mins to 
soak then flush through.  

 

1 Litre dosing bottle 12 UNITS DDSB01 
 

5 LITRE   04 UNITS DDSB05 

DISPENSING OPTION PACK SIZE CODE 

How to use! 

 

Use daily on machines in high use sites. For 
all other sites used product during machine      
refilling.  
 

For more guidance refer to our Traditional 
Hot Drinks Dispensing Cleaning & Hygiene 
Cards. 

When to use! 

LIQUID BREWER CLEANER 
o HOT DRINKS VENDING MACHINES 

o SERVICE ENGINEERS & WORKSHOP 




